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Abstract. We present a formalism that models the computation of
clause sharing portfolio solvers with inprocessing. The soundness of these
solvers is not a straightforward property since shared clauses can make a
formula unsatisfiable. Therefore, we develop characterizations of simplification techniques and suggest various settings how clause sharing and
inprocessing can be combined. Our formalization models most of the recent implemented portfolio systems and we indicate possibilities to improve these. A particular improvement is a novel way to combine clause
addition techniques – like blocked clause addition – with clause deletion
techniques – like blocked clause elimination or variable elimination.

1

Introduction

The satisfiability problem (SAT) is one of the most prominent problems in
theoretical computer science and has many applications in verification, planning, model checking [7] or scheduling [14]. Modern SAT solvers employ many
advanced techniques like clause learning [33], non-chronological backtracking,
restarts [13], clause removal [11,4] and advanced decision heuristics [35,4,3],
making SAT very attractive for problem-solving. Among all these additional
techniques, clause learning is the most powerful one, both from a theoretical and
an empirical point of view [36,5,27]. Formula simplification techniques like variable elimination [10,40]and bounded variable addition [32] are applied to further
improve the efficiency. In recent SAT solvers, (e.g. Lingeling [6]), simplifications are also applied during search as inprocessing techniques, on all clauses at
hand, including learned clauses [26,31].
The parallel architecture of today’s computers is utilized in portfolio solvers
like ppfolio [37], pfolioUZK [42], ManySAT [18] and Plingeling [6]. In
the portfolio approach, different sequential solvers work on the same formula.
For instance, pfolioUZK consists of several different conflict-driven systematic
solvers, look-ahead SAT solvers and incomplete SAT solvers. Each of them is
allowed to apply arbitrary simplification techniques. In contrast to ppfolio,
ManySAT’s portfolio consists only of systematic CDCL SAT solvers, but exchanges learned clauses. Thus, ManySAT can solve instances faster than the
?
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best sequential solver of its portfolio. However, no simplification techniques are
applied during search. Plingeling combines the two worlds: The solver applies
a restricted form of inprocessing and shares unit clauses. Proving soundness of
such clause sharing portfolio solvers where simplification techniques are applied
during search is not trivial.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there does not exists a soundness proof
of any parallel clause sharing SAT solver with inprocessing. The authors are not
aware of a formalization of parallel SAT solvers, which can be used to verify
when clause sharing is sound. The research focus so far has been mainly on clause
sharing strategies [17,15,16,1], and on utilizing computing resources [22,23].
In this paper, we bridge the gap between simplification techniques and clause
sharing SAT solvers. A formal sharing model is introduced, which models the
computation of clause sharing portfolio solvers with inprocessing. This model allows to reason about the behavior of portfolio solvers. Additionally, it allows to
explain how portfolio solvers are working in a compact and easy way. Abstracting
from the specific solver implementation is important since modern systems are
complex and are written in programming languages with side effects. Equipped
with this sharing model, we can show that, assumed the base solving engine is
correct, inprocessing does not harm portfolio solvers on satisfiable instances. In
general, inprocessing has to be restricted to obtain a valid system. In particular,
we will see the soundness of a combination of restricted inprocessing rules and
clause sharing as present in the Plingeling system. We will also see the soundness of specific combinations with further inprocessing techniques, for instance
that adding blocked clauses is possible in only a single solver incarnation of the
portfolio. In addition to soundness proofs, several examples demonstrate that
certain combinations of techniques cannot be applied in the presence of clause
sharing. The result presented here can be easily lifted to parallel SAT solvers
based on the guiding path approach [43], since these solvers only restrict the
way how the search space is traversed but work on the same input formula.
The paper is structured as follows: Followed by a specification of the used
formal notation and an outline of the necessary preliminaries of modern SAT
solving in Section 2, the new sharing model is introduced in Section 3, variations
of it are discussed, and the soundness of several combinations of inprocessing
techniques and clause sharing is proven. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

We introduce the used notion of Satisfiability Testing (SAT), briefly discuss
recent solving approaches that exploit parallel computing resources and finally
give some insights in modern formula simplification techniques.
2.1

Notation and Basic Concepts

We assume a fixed set V of Boolean variables, or briefly just variables. A literal
is a variable v (positive literal ) or a negated variable v (negative literal ). We

overload the overbar notation: The complement x of a positive (negative, resp.)
literal x is the negative (positive, resp.) literal with the same variable as x. A
clause is a finite set of literals, a formula is a finite set of clauses. We write a
clause {x1 , . . . , xn } also as disjunction x1 ∨ . . . ∨ xn , and a formula {C1 , . . . , Cn }
also as conjunction C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cn . In this notation, the empty clause is written
as ⊥ (falsum) and the the empty formula as > (verum). Occasionally, we write
formulas with further standard connectives such as ↔. This can be understood
as meta level notation for equivalent formulas in conjunctive normal form.
An interpretation is a mapping from the set V of all Boolean variables to
the set {>, ⊥} of truth values. The satisfaction relation |= can then be defined
inductively as follows: If x is a positive (negative, resp.) literal with variable v,
then I |= x holds if and only if I(v) = > (I(v) = ⊥, resp.). If C is a clause, then
I |= C if and only if there is a literal l ∈ C such that I |= l. If F is a formula, then
I |= F if and only if for all clauses C ∈ F it holds that I |= C. A general formula
is a literal, a clause or a formula. If, for an interpretation I and general formula F
it holds that I |= F , we say that I is a model of F , or that I satisfies F . If there
exists an interpretation that satisfies F , then F is called satisfiable, otherwise
unsatisfiable. Two general formulas are equisatisfiable if and only if either both
of them are satisfiable or both are unsatisfiable. A general formula F entails a
general formula G, written F |= G, if and only if for all interpretations I such
that I |= F it holds that I |= G. This definition of entailment has two nice
properties that simplify the proofs in this paper: transitivity and monotonicity.
The drawback is that some formula simplification rules must be treated in an
extra step. Two general formulas F and G are equivalent, written F ≡ G, if and
only if F |= G and G |= F .
A clause that contains exactly a single literal is called a unit clause. A clause
that contains a literal and its complement is called a tautology. The set of all
variables occurring in a formula F (in positive or negative literals) is denoted by
vars(F ). The set of all literals in the clauses in F by lits(F ). A literal x such that
x ∈ lits(F ) and x 6∈ lits(F ) is called pure in F . If F is a formula and x is a literal,
then the formula consisting of all clauses in F that contain x is denoted by F x .
If v is a variable and C = v ∨ C 0 as well as D = v ∨ D0 are clauses, then the
clause C 0 ∨ D0 is called the resolvent of C and D upon v. For two formulas F, G
and variable v, the set of all resolvents of a clause in F with a clause in G upon v
is denoted by F ⊗v G. The formula F after substituting all occurrences of the
variable v with the variable w is denoted by F [v 7→ w].
2.2

Parallel SAT Solving

The first parallel SAT solvers have been based on the DPLL procedure and
divided the search space among the parallel resources [8]. Later on, parallel
architecture has been exploited in different ways. A survey on parallel SAT
solving is given in [21,34]. Parallel SAT solvers can be classified into competitive approaches and cooperative approaches. The first class contains the portfolio approach, where several solver incarnations try to solve the same formula
(e.g. [18,6,1]). The latter class contains the search space partitioning methods

(e.g. [19]). Here, the search space of the input formula is divided into several
sub spaces, represented by several modified formulas. Finally, there exist hybrid
approaches, which combine competitive and cooperative strategies (e.g. [22,23]).
Guiding path solvers [43] are hard to categorize: on the one hand, this approach
partitions the search space. On the other hand, these systems do not alter the
input formula, but control the partitioning based on the current interpretation
of the specific solvers. From a modeling point of view, guiding path solvers could
be added to search space partitioning. Since our sharing model is based on the
formula that each solver uses, portfolio and guiding path solvers are quite similar.
Since clause learning is essential for sequential solvers, this technique has
been lifted to parallel solvers as well: Clauses are shared among solver incarnations [18,17], even if different subformulas are solved [24,29]. However, most
of these solver incarnations do not use clause simplification techniques for inprocessing. During inprocessing clause simplification techniques are interleaved
with search and are also applied to learned and shared clauses. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, all sharing implementations do not check the validity of
the received clause, but the implementation assumes that using received clauses
is sound. Obvious reasons for not performing such checks are the computational
costs of testing properties like F |= C or testing equisatisfiability of F and F ∧ C
with respect to a clause C received by a solver whose working formula is F .
In the following, we focus on the portfolio approach, and discuss some systems in detail. A nice property of this approach is that the search can be stopped,
as soon as one solver incarnation found the solution for the input formula. This
property motivates combining special solvers for formulas from special categories to a single portfolio solver, which then solves a given formula in the time
required by the fastest of the sequential component solvers. Portfolio solvers in
recent competitions like ppfolio [37] and pfolioUZK [42] simply execute several powerful SAT solvers in parallel, even scheduled on a sequential machine.
This easy approach scales with the number of available solvers. If the number
of available parallel computing resources exceeds the number of solvers, parallel
solvers will be added to the portfolio.
More sophisticated portfolio approaches use a single solving engine and execute multiple incarnations in parallel (e.g. ManySAT [18] or PeneLoPe [2]). An
advantage of single engine portfolio solvers is that learned clauses can be shared
among the incarnations. A soundness proof is obvious: since all incarnations are
solving the same formula, and the solver always preserve the equivalence of the
formula, all learned clauses are a consequence of the input formula. Knowledge
sharing enables the portfolio solver to solve a formula even faster than the best
sequential incarnation, because the search of this best incarnation is enhanced
with more clauses that cut off search space. Another difference to these single engine portfolio solvers has been introduced with the Plingeling system [6]. This
solver executes Lingeling as the solving engine, which applies simplification
technique during search, and also shared learned clauses.

2.3

Inprocessing

Simplifying the formula before giving it to the SAT solver has become a crucial
part of the solving chain. Several techniques, such as bounded variable elimination [40,10], blocked clause elimination [25] and addition [28,26], equivalent literal
elimination [12], probing [30], and automated re-encoding by using extended resolution [32,41] have been proposed for simplification. These techniques have been
originally suggested with preprocessing, application before search, in mind. However, with minor modifications to treat learned clauses correctly, these techniques
can also be used during search as inprocessing. Successful SAT solvers that participated in recent competitions, such as PrecoSAT [6], CryptoMiniSAT [38]
or Lingeling [6], utilize this. Many simplification techniques result in formulas
that have a certain semantic relationship to the input formula, defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Unsat-Preserving Consequence). A formula F 0 is called an
unsat-preserving consequence of a formula F if and only if
1. F |= F 0 , and
2. If F is unsatisfiable, then F 0 is unsatisfiable.
Note that if F 0 is an unsat-preserving consequence of F , it immediately follows
that F and F 0 are equisatisfiable. If F 0 is an unsat-preserving consequence of F ,
then F 0 is also a consequence of F in the standard sense. That is, any model of
F is also a model of F 0 . A special case of unsat-preserving consequence applies
if F ≡ F 0 . As examples with respect to simplifications that involve addition and
removal of clauses consider that if C is a clause entailed by F , then F ∧ C is an
unsat-preserving consequence of F ; and if F = F 0 ∧ C and F 0 is equisatisfiable
with F , then F 0 is an unsat-preserving consequence of F .
In [26] a formal framework that can be used to prove the correctness of
existing and new inprocessing rules has been presented. From the properties of
simplification techniques discussed there we will drop the introduced redundancy
property, because this property is related to very specific simplification procedures that go beyond the scope of this paper. The particular simplifications that
we will consider can be described as follows, where we adopt the convention that
F denotes the input formula and F 0 the output formula:
Variable Elimination (VE) [40,10] eliminates a variable v by resolution: F 0 =
/ vars(F 0 ). It follows from properties
(F ∪ F v ⊗v F v ) \ (F v ∪ F v ). Note that v ∈
0
of propositional resolution that F is an unsat-preserving consequence of F .
Equivalence Elimination (EE) [12] replaces all occurrences of a variable v with
the variable w, if the input F entails the equivalence w ↔ v, that is, F 0 = F [v 7→
w]. Since F ≡ F ∧ (w ↔ v) ≡ F [v 7→ w] ∧ (w ↔ v) ≡ F 0 ∧ (w ↔ v), it follows
that F |= F 0 . Moreover, this technique preserves satisfiability [20] and thus F 0
is an unsat-preserving consequence of F .
Blocked Clause Elimination (BCE) [25] removes a blocked clause C from the
input formula F . Then F 0 = F \ {C}. A clause C is called blocked, if it contains
a literal x such that for all clauses D ∈ Fx the resolvent of C and D upon the

variable of x is a tautology. Obviously, F |= F 0 and since equisatisfiability is
preserved by this technique, F 0 is an unsat-preserving consequence of F [25].
Extended Resolution (ER) [41] adds a definition of a fresh variable v to the
formula: F 0 = F ∧ (v ∨ x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ v) ∧ (y ∨ v), where the two literals x
and y occur already in the formula, that is, x, y ∈ lits(F ). As presented in
[41], this addition preserves satisfiability of the formula, that is, F 0 and F are
equisatisfiable. However, F 6|= F 0 , because of the fresh variable, and therefore F 0
is not an unsat-preserving consequence of F .
Blocked Clause Addition (BCA) [28,26] is the dual technique of BCE: BCA adds
a clause C, such that this clause is blocked in the new formula: F 0 = F ∧ C.
Note that the formula F 0 is not an unsat-preserving consequence of F , as can
be seen in the following small counterexample: Let F = (x ∨ y). Then the clause
(x ∨ y) is blocked with the blocking literal y. However, F 6|= (x ∨ y).
Bounded Variable Addition (BVA) [32] can be understood as adding a partial
definition of a fresh variable v to the formula: First, a fresh variable is introduced
like in extended resolution, resulting in the intermediate formula G = F ∧(v ∨x∨
y)∧(v∨x)∧(v∨y), where x, y ∈ lits(F ). The formulas F and G are equisatisfiable.
Next, all clauses C, D ∈ (G \ {(v ∨ x), (v ∨ y)} which have a common subclause E
such that C = (x ∨ E) and D = (y ∨ E) are replaced by the new clause (v ∨ E).
The resulting formula H is equivalent to G. Finally, the formula F 0 , the result
of BVA, is obtained from H by removing the clause (v ∨ x ∨ y). As presented in
[32], BVA preserves satisfiability, that is, F 0 and F are equisatisfiable, because
the old clauses can be restored by resolution. However, F 6|= F 0 and thus F 0 is
not an unsat-preserving consequence of F .

3

Sharing Clauses in Portfolio Solvers

We model the computation of clause-sharing solver portfolios by means of state
transition systems as follows: A state of computation of a single sequential
solver is a formula. A state of computation of a portfolio of n sequential solvers
Solver 1 , . . . , Solver n is an n-tuple (F1 , . . . , Fn ) of formulas, where Fi is the
state of the Solver i . Thus, a state of a portfolio is a snapshot of the states
of its member solvers. A portfolio system with input formula F0 and multiplicity n is a state transition system whose set of states is {(F1 , . . . , Fn ) |
F1 , . . . , Fn are formulas} ∪ {SAT, UNSAT}, whose initial state init(n, F0 ) is the
n-tuple (F0 , . . . , F0 ), and whose set of terminal states is {SAT, UNSAT}. For a
transition relation
of a portfolio system we define ∗ as the reflexive transitive closure of , we define x 0 x, and for all natural numbers n > 0 we
define: x n y if and only if x n−1 z
y. In the course of the paper, we will
investigate the soundness of portfolio systems with different transition relations
corresponding to different allowed inprocessing methods. Soundness of a SAT
solver, and thus also of a portfolio system, is a combination of two properties:
refutational soundness and soundness with respect to satisfiability. More precisely, a portfolio system with input formula F0 , multiplicity n and transition

SAT-rule:

(F1 , . . . , Fi , . . . , Fn )
iff Fi is satisfiable.

SAT

SAT

UNSAT-rule: (F1 , . . . , Fi , . . . , Fn ) UNSAT UNSAT
iff Fi is unsatisfiable.
CM-rule:
(F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn ) CM (F1 , . . . Fi−1 , Fi0 , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn )
iff Fi ≡ Fi0 .
CS-rule:
UI-rule:
ER-rule:
BVA-rule:
RI-rule:
ADD-rule:

DEL-rule:

(F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn ) CS (F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi ∧C, Fi+1 , . . . , Fn )
iff C ∈ Fj for some j ∈ {1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , n}.
(F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn ) UI (F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi0 , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn )
iff Fi and Fi0 are equisatisfiable.
(F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn ) ER (F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi0 , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn )
iff Fi0 is obtained by extended resolution from Fi .
(F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn ) BVA (F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi0 , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn )
iff Fi0 is obtained by bounded variable addition from Fi .
(F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn ) RI (F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi0 , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn )
iff Fi0 is an unsat-preserving consequence of Fi .
(F1 , . . . , Fn ) ADD (F1 ∧ C, F2 , . . . , Fn )
iff vars(C) ⊆ vars(F0 ), and
the formulas F1 ∧ C and F1 are equisatisfiable.
(F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn ) DEL (F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi0 , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn )
iff i > 1 and Fi is an unsat-preserving consequence of Fi0 .

Fig. 1: Transition relations used to characterize clause sharing models by means of
portfolio systems with input formula F0 and multiplicity n. These definitions apply
to all formulas F1 , . . . , Fn , F10 , . . . , Fn0 , clauses C and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Fresh variables
introduced by extended resolution (ER-rule) and by bounded variable addition (BVArule) have to be globally fresh, that is, they are not allowed to occur in F1 , . . . , Fn .

relation
is called sound if and only init(n, F0 ) ∗ UNSAT implies that F is
unsatisfiable and init(n, F0 ) ∗ SAT implies that F is satisfiable.
We investigate four different portfolio systems whose transition relation is
composed of the relations presented in Fig. 1, which we also call rules. The
particular systems that we are going to investigate are SysA, SysB, SysC and
SysD, characterized by the following respective transition relations:
SysA
SysB
SysC
SysD

:=
:=
:=
:=

∪
∪
SysA ∪
SysA ∪

SAT

UNSAT

SysA

UI .
RI

∪

∪

ADD

CM

ER

∪

∪

DEL

∪

CS .

BVA .

∪

ER

∪

BVA .

I SysA is a basic portfolio system that models clause sharing portfolios where
inprocessing rules preserve equivalence: The first termination rule is the SATrule that terminates the computation with the answer SAT, if one formula

Fi in the state is satisfiable. Likewise, the second termination rules is the
UNSAT-rule that leads to the answer UNSAT, if one formula Fi in the state is
unsatisfiable. Modern complete solvers are modifying the formula by adding
and removing learned clauses. Such clause management is modelled by the
CM-rule that rewrites a formula Fi of a solver incarnation into an equivalent
formula Fi0 . Finally, clause sharing is captured by the CS-rule that adds a
clause C from the formula Fj to the formula Fi , where i 6= j. As we will
see later, solvers like ManySAT [18] or PeneLoPe [2] can be modeled as
instances of SysA.
I SysB extends the system SysA by the UI-rule that performs inprocessing,
just constrained to preserve equisatisfiability: The UI-rule replaces a formula
Fi with another formula Fi0 , if they are equisatisfiable. We will later see
that the general UI-rule does not harmonize with clause sharing, leading to
refutational unsoundness.
I SysC extends the system SysA by the RI-, ER- and BVA-rule. The RI-rule
replaces a formula Fi with a formula Fi0 , if the Fi0 is an unsat-preserving
consequence of Fi . Extended resolution and bounded variable addition can
be performed on a formula Fi by the ER- and BVA-rule. We will later see
that the formalism SysC is sound, and that Plingeling [6] is an instance of
this formalism.
I SysD extends the system SysA by the ER- and BVA-rule and two new rules
that allow to perform clause addition techniques on a single designated solver
whose state is represented without loss of generality by F1 , and only clause
deletion techniques on the remaining solvers, represented by F2 , . . . , Fn to
obtain a sound system: The ADD-rule adds a clause C to the formula F1 ,
if F1 and F1 ∧ C are equisatisfiable and vars(C) ⊆ vars(F0 ). On the other
hand, the clause deletion is captured by the DEL-rule, which like the RI-rule,
except that the DEL-rule can only modify F2 , . . . , Fn .
3.1

Sharing Model SysA – Where Equivalence is Preserved

Let us start with the system SysA that models clause sharing portfolios where
inprocessing preserves equivalence. The rules of SysA guarantee that all formulas
Fi ∈ (F1 , . . . , Fn ) of the current state are equivalent to the input formula, as
expressed by the following lemma:
Lemma 2 (Key Invariant of SysA). Let n ≥ 1, let F0 , F1 , . . . , Fn be formulas,
and let m ≥ 0. If init(n, F0 ) m
SysA (F1 , . . . , Fn ), then for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} it
holds that Fi ≡ F0 .
Proof. The CM-rule preserves equivalence and therefore the CS-rule only adds
clauses that are entailed by the corresponding formula. The claim then holds
since equivalence is transitive.
t
u
The following theorem is a straightforward consequence of the above lemma:
Theorem 3 (Soundness of SysA). SysA is sound.

Proof. If the input formula F0 is satisfiable (unsatisfiable, resp.), the UNSATrule (SAT-rule, resp.) is never applicable, since by Lemma 2 all formulas in states
reached by SysA are equivalent to F0 .
t
u
The portfolio solvers ManySAT and PeneLoPe are built upon MiniSAT [18,2].
PeneLoPe differs from ManySAT in the clause import and export strategy
and in the applied heuristics. Since the learned clauses in MiniSAT can be
obtained by resolution [39], MiniSAT preserves the equivalence of formulas. Before searching for a model of the input formula F0 , the formula is subjected to
a preprocessor in ManySAT and PeneLoPe. The portfolio systems then work
on the result of the preprocessor. Consequently, SysA models the behavior of
ManySAT and PeneLoPe with respect to the preprocessed formula as input.
3.2

Sharing Model SysB – Inprocessing without Limits

The portfolio transition system SysB models clause sharing portfolios where inprocessing can be applied constrained only by equisatisfiability. Many inprocessing techniques like variable elimination (VE), equivalence elimination (EE) and
blocked clause addition (BCA) do preserve equisatisfiability, but not equivalence.
Combining clause sharing and the general UI-rule inprocessing is problematic:
Example 4. Consider the two formulas x and x, where x is a variable. Both
formulas x and x are satisfiable and equisatisfiable. Since x ∧ x is unsatisfiable,
the execution init(2, x) = (x, x) UI (x, x) CS (x ∧ x, x) UNSAT UNSAT of a
parallel SAT solver with transition relation SysB produces an incorrect result.
Thus, the system SysB is not refutationally sound. This small example shows
that general inprocessing is incompatible with clause sharing, since the answer
UNSAT can be incorrect. The phenomenon that the addition of a clause makes
a formula unsatisfiable is the reason why clause sharing is a non-trivial problem.
On the other hand, the system SysB is sound with respect to satisfiability. SAT
answers obtained with SysB are still correct, as stated in the Theorem 5 below,
preceded by a lemma that shows the underlying invariant of SysB transitions:
Lemma 5 (Key Invariant of SysB). Let n ≥ 1, let F0 , F1 , . . . , Fn be formulas,
and let m ≥ 0. If init(n, F0 ) m
SysB (F1 , . . . , Fn ) and for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} it
holds that if Fi is satisfiable, then F0 is satisfiable.
Proof. By induction on m: For the base case m = 0, the statement is trivially
true since every component formula in init(n, F0 ) is identical to F0 . For the
induction step, assume that the claim holds for the state (F1 , . . . , Fn ) and that
(F1 , . . . , Fn ) R (F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi0 , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn ) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n and some
rule R in SysB. The induction step follows from the fact that if Fi0 is satisfiable,
then Fi is satisfiable, which holds for each non-terminating rule of SysB:
– CM-rule: Since Fi0 ≡ Fi .
– UI-rule: Since Fi0 and Fi are equisatisfiable.

– CS-rule: In this case Fi0 = Fi ∧ C for some clause C. Thus, it holds that
t
u
Fi0 |= Fi which implies that if Fi0 is satisfiable, then Fi is satisfiable.
Theorem 6 (Soundness of SysB w.r.t Satisfiability). Let n ≥ 1 and let F0
be a formula. If init(n, F0 ) m
SysB SAT, then F0 is satisfiable.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 5 and the definition of the SAT-rule.
3.3

t
u

Sharing Model SysC – With Clause Deletion Techniques

System SysC models clause sharing portfolios where clause deletion techniques
are used. In contrast to model SysB, the result of a computation in SysC is always
sound. The parallel SAT solver Plingeling is an instance of SysC. The portfolio
of Plingeling consists of differently configured incarnations of the sequential
solver Lingeling. The following inprocessing rules are used in Plingeling [6]:
Variable elimination (VE) [10], equivalence elimination (EE) [12], and blocked
clause elimination (BCE) [25]. We do not discuss the other used techniques that
preserve equivalence like hyper binary resolution since they are modelled by the
CM-rule. Since these techniques transform a formula F into unsat-preserving
consequence of F , these techniques can be modelled by the RI-rule.
In the following, we need to trace the clauses introduced by extended resolution or bounded variable addition. For a particular sequence of transition steps
S0
S1
...
Sm , we let Dm denote the set of all definition clauses that
were introduced by the ER- and BVA-rule in the sequence. Note that an implementation does not need to construct the set Dm , but we will use this set in the
proofs to show that if init(n, F0 ) m (F1 , . . . , Fn ), then F0 and Fi are always
equisatisfiable for i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. On the other hand, an implementation has to
guarantee that the variables introduced by extended resolution or bounded variable addition are globally fresh, that is, fresh throughout all involved sequential
solvers. Incorrect UNSAT answers can then not be obtained with SysC.
Theorem 8 below states the soundness of SysC. This theorem is based again
on a key invariant stated in Lemma 7 as claim (iii). The lemma shows two further
invariants of SysC as claims (i) and (ii), which involve the Dm . In the context of
this paper these are just applied to prove invariant (iii).
Lemma 7 (Key Invariants of SysC). Let n ≥ 1, let F0 , F1 , . . . , Fn be formulas, and let m ≥ 0. Assume init(n, F0 ) m
SysC (F1 , . . . , Fn ) with a transition
sequence that has the formula Dm as the set of clauses introduced by the ERand BVA-rule. Then the following properties hold:
(i) F0 ∧ Dm |= F1 ∧ . . . ∧ Fn .
(ii) F0 and F0 ∧ Dm are equisatisfiable.
(iii) For all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} it holds that Fi and F0 are equisatisfiable.
Proof. We show the statement by induction on the number m of transition
steps. For the base case m = 0, the claims (i)–(iii) are easy to see, since
D0 = > and init(n, F0 ) is the n-tuple (F0 , . . . , F0 ). For the induction step, assume that the claim holds for the state (F1 , . . . , Fn ) and that (F1 , . . . , Fn ) R

(F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi0 , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn ) for some rule R in SysC. We distinguish according
to the applied rule R:
– CM-rule: Then Fi0 ≡ Fi and Dm+1 = Dm . (i) holds since the substitution of
a subformula by an equivalent formula preserves equivalence. (ii) holds since
Dm+1 = Dm . (iii) holds since Fi0 and Fi are equivalent and equisatisfiable.
– RI-rule: Then Fi |= Fi0 , Fi and Fi0 are equisatisfiable and Dm+1 = Dm .
(i) holds since the entailment relation is transitive. (ii) holds since Dm+1 =
Dm . (iii) holds by the definition of the RI-rule.
– ER-rule: Then Fi0 = Fi ∧ (v ∨ x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ v) ∧ (y ∨ v) and Dm+1 = Dm ∧ (v ∨
x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ v ∧ (y ∨ v), where v is a fresh variable and x, y ∈ lits(Fi ). Then
(i) holds since the formula v ↔ x ∨ y is added on the left hand side and the
right hand side of the entailment. (ii) holds since v is a fresh variable and
(iii) holds since extended resolution preserves satisfiability.
– BVA-rule: Bounded variable addition consists of three steps: First, a fresh
variable v is defined by (v ∨ x ∨ y) ∧ (v ∨ x) ∧ (v ∨ y) like in the ER-rule,
then the formula is rewritten into an equivalent formula, as in the CM-rule.
Finally, the clause (v ∨x∨y) is deleted, which can be modeled by the RI-rule.
– CS-rule: (i) is clear since F1 ∧ . . . ∧ Fi−1 ∧ Fi ∧ Fi+1 ∧ . . . ∧ Fn ≡ F1 ∧
. . . ∧ Fi−1 ∧ Fi ∧ C ∧ Fi+1 ∧ . . . ∧ Fn , which follows since C ∈ Fj for some
j ∈ {1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , n}. (ii) holds since Dm+1 = Dm . (iii) holds since
the equisatisfiability of F0 and Fi0 = Fi ∧ C can be proven as follows: In case
F0 is unsatisfiable, by the induction assumption Fi is also unsatisfiable, and
thus Fi ∧ C = Fi0 is also unsatisfiable. Assume now the other case, that F0
is satisfiable. By statement (ii) of the induction assumption it follows that
F0 ∧ Dm is satisfiable, and thus by statement (i) of the induction assumption
that also F1 ∧ . . . ∧ Fn is satisfiable. Since i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and Fj |= C it
follows that also Fi ∧ C = Fi0 is satisfiable.
t
u
Theorem 8 (Soundness of SysC). SysC is sound.
Proof. Let n ≥ 0 and let F0 , F1 , . . . , Fn be formulas such that init(n, F0 ) ∗SysC
(F1 , . . . , Fn ) SysC UNSAT (SAT, resp.). From the definition of the UNSAT-rule
(SAT-rule, resp.) it follows that there exists an i ∈ {1, . . . , n} s.t. the formula Fi is
unsatisfiable (satisfiable, resp.). By Lemma 7.iii it follows that F0 is unsatisfiable
(satisfiable, resp.).
t
u
The above theorem shows in particular that combining clause sharing and applying inprocessing rules as done in Plingeling is sound.
3.4

Sharing Model SysD – With Clause Addition Techniques

Motivated by the blocked clause addition technique, we will now study how to
combine clause addition with clause deletion techniques and develop the sharing
model SysD. To the best of our knowledge, blocked clause addition is not applied
in clause sharing portfolios. The following examples illustrate two main problems
that occur: First, if we allow two sequential solver to perform clause addition
techniques like blocked clause addition, UNSAT-answers may be incorrect.

Example 9. Consider the satisfiable formula F0 = (x∨y)∧(x∨y)∧(x∨z)∧(y ∨z)
from [26]. Note that the clause (x ∨ z) is blocked w.r.t. z and the clause (y ∨ z)
is blocked w.r.t. z. By using BCA, init(2, F0 ) UI (F0 ∧ (x ∨ z), F0 ) UI (F0 ∧
(x ∨ z), F0 ∧ (y ∨ z)) CS (F0 ∧ (x ∨ z) ∧ (y ∨ z), F0 ∧ (y ∨ z)) UNSAT UNSAT,
but this answer is incorrect.
This incorrect answer is the reason, why we restrict clause addition techniques
such that they are permitted only in one designated solver, the first component
of the portfolio. The second problem is combining clause deletion techniques and
clause addition techniques in one solver: it may lead to incorrect UNSAT-answers:
Example 10. Consider the satisfiable formula F0 = F 0 ∧ (x ∨ z) from [26] where
F 0 = (x∨y)∧(x∨y)∧(x∨z)∧(y ∨z). Then, (x∨z) is blocked and after removing
this clause, the clause (y ∨ z) can be again added by blocked clause addition.
Then, init(2, F0 ) UI (F 0 , F 0 ∧ (x ∨ z)) UI (F 0 ∧ (y ∨ z), F 0 ∧ (x ∨ z)) CS
(F 0 ∧ (y ∨ z) ∧ (x ∨ z), F 0 ∧ (x ∨ z)) UNSAT UNSAT, but this answer is incorrect.
For this reason, the presented system in general applies clause deletion techniques
in all solvers except the designated solver in which clause addition is permitted.
With these examples in mind, we can show the following property in SysD:
Lemma 11 (Key Invariants of SysD). Let n ≥ 1, let F0 , F1 , . . . , Fn be formulas, and let m ≥ 0. Assume init(n, F0 ) m
SysD (F1 , . . . , Fn ) with a transition
sequence that has the formula Dm as the set of clauses introduced by the ERand BVA-rule. Then the following properties hold:
(i) F1 ∧ Dm |= F2 ∧ . . . ∧ Fn .
(ii) F1 and F1 ∧ Dm are equisatisfiable.
(iii) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} it holds that Fi and F0 are equisatisfiable.
Proof. As before, we show the statement by induction on the number m of
transition steps. For the base case m = 0, the claims (i)–(iii) are easy to see,
since D0 = > and init(n, F0 ) is the n-tuple (F0 , . . . , F0 ). For the induction step,
assume that the claim holds for the state (F1 , . . . , Fn ) and that (F1 , . . . , Fn ) R
(F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi0 , Fi+1 , . . . , Fn ) for some rule R in SysD. We distinguish according
to the applied rule R:
– CM-rule: Then Fi0 ≡ Fi and Dm = Dm+1 . Claims (i) and (ii) follow since replacement of a subformula with an equivalent formula preserves equivalence,
claim (iii) follows since equivalence implies equisatisfiability.
– ADD-rule: Then F10 = F1 ∧ C and F10 is equisatisfiable to F1 . Since the
entailment relation is monotone, (i) holds. (ii) follows since by the definition
of the ADD-rule vars(C) ⊆ vars(F0 ) and Dm only contains clauses introduced
by extended resolution or bounded variable addition. (iii) is an immediate
consequence of the definition of the ADD-rule.
– DEL-rule. Then Fi |= Fi0 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Consequently, F1 ∧ Dm |= F2 ∧
. . . Fi−1 ∧Fi ∧Fi+1 ∧. . .∧Fn |= F2 ∧. . . Fi−1 ∧Fi0 ∧Fi+1 ∧. . .∧Fn and thus (i)
holds. Since i 6= 1, (ii) holds and (iii) is a consequence of the requirement that
Fi and Fi0 are equisatisfiable implied by the unsat-preserving consequence
precondition of the rule.

– ER-rule: Then Fi0 = Fi ∧ (v ∨ x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ v) ∧ (y ∨ v), where v is a globally
fresh variable and x, y ∈ lits(Fi ). (iii) holds as extended resolution preserves
satisfiability. For showing (i) and (ii) we consider the following cases:
• i = 1: Then, (i) is an immediate consequence of the entailment relation
being monotone. (ii) holds since a globally fresh variable was defined.
• i > 1: Then (i) holds as the added clause of Fi is also contained in Dm+1 .
(ii) holds as i 6= 1 and a globally fresh variable was defined.
– BVA-rule: Then Fi0 = Fi ∧C and Dm+1 = Dm ∧C 0 where C = (v ∨x)∧(v ∨y)
and C 0 = C ∧ (v ∨ x ∨ y). Similar to the ER-rule, (i) holds. Since Fi0 ∧ Dm+1 ≡
Fi ∧ Dm+1 and Fi and Fi0 are equisatisfiable, (ii) holds. (iii) holds since
bounded variable addition preserves equisatisfiability.
– CS-rule: Then Fi0 = Fi ∧ C where C ∈ Fj for some j ∈ {1, . . . , i − 1, i +
1, . . . , n}. We consider the following cases:
• j = 1 and i > 1: Then F1 exports a clause. (i) holds as the entailment
relation is monotone. (ii) holds since i > 1. (iii) is shown as follows:
If Fi is unsatisfiable, then Fi ∧ C is unsatisfiable and by the induction
assumption, F0 is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, if Fi is satisfiable, it follows by
induction assumption that F0 is satisfiable and then that F1 is satisfiable.
Then F1 ∧Dm is satisfiable (since Dm only contains definitions) and hence
by (i) F1 ∧ Dm ∧ F2 ∧ . . . ∧ Fn is satisfiable. We can conclude that Fi ∧ C
is satisfiable as C ∈ F1 .
• i = 1 and j > 1: Then F1 imports the clause C from Fj . (i) holds since
the entailment relation is monotone. (ii) is proven as follows: Suppose F1
is satisfiable. Then F1 ∧ Dm is satisfiable by induction assumption and
since (ii) holds we know that F1 ∧ Dm |= C. Consequently F1 ∧ C ∧ Dm is
satisfiable. Otherwise, if F1 is unsatisfiable, F1 ∧ Dm is unsatisfiable by
induction assumption and consequently F1 ∧ C ∧ Dm is unsatisfiable. For
showing (iii), suppose that F1 is unsatisfiable, then F1 ∧C is unsatisfiable.
Otherwise, let F1 be satisfiable, then F1 ∧ Dm is satisfiable by induction
assumption and consequently F1 ∧ Dm ∧ F2 ∧ . . . Fn is satisfiable by (i).
Therefore, F1 ∧ C is satisfiable since C ∈ Fj .
• j 6= 1 and i 6= 1: This can be done similar to the proof of Prop. 7.
t
u
Theorem 12 (Soundness of SysD). SysD is sound.
Proof. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 8, but based on Lemma 11.iii.

t
u

Theorem 12 justifies that we can use clause addition procedures in a single
solver and clause deletion procedures in the remaining solvers. The authors are
not aware of a parallel SAT solver that uses this combination of techniques.
Example 10 shows that mixing deletion and addition procedures in a single
sequential solver does not work. Moreover, using clause addition techniques in
more than a single solver incarnation is problematic. If solver S1 adds a clause C
by technique A and solver S2 adds clause D by technique B, then S1 might not
be able to apply B anymore since applying B might not preserve equisatisfiability. As already pointed out in [26], the application of simplification rules must

take the learned clauses into account. Accordingly, the solver incarnations that
apply clause addition techniques must take all clauses of the other solvers into
account. Hence, if several solvers in a portfolio apply clause addition techniques,
the implementation has to guarantee that the learned clause database is synchronized before. Otherwise, learned clauses of other solvers could be received
after the clause addition and then the soundness of the overall system can break.
We require that the ADD-rule only adds clauses that have variables occurring in
the original formula. The reason is illustrated in the following:
Example 13. Consider the satisfiable formula F0 = (x ∧ y). Suppose that the
ADD-rule does not require that the added clause C only contains variables that
occur in F0 . Then init(2, F0 ) BVA (F0 , F0 ∧ (v ∨ x ∨ y) ∧ (v ∨ x) ∧ (v ∨ y)) CS
(F0 ∧(v∨x), F0 ∧(v∨x∨y)∧(v∨x)∧(v∨y)) ADD (F0 ∧(v∨x)∧v, F0 ∧(v∨x∨y)∧(v∨
x)∧(v∨y)) CS (F0 ∧(v∨x)∧v, F0 ∧(v∨x∨y)∧(v∨x)∧(v∨y)∧v) UNSAT UNSAT,
but this answer is incorrect.
Restricting the variables of the added clause is not a big restriction. Basically,
instead of adding a clause (v ∨ C), where v is defined by as (x ∨ y), one can add
the clause (x ∨ y ∨ C) by the ADD-rule. Afterwards, the clause (x ∨ C) can be
obtained by resolution. This technique only works, if the definition is completely
present at the solver. An alternative to this syntactical restriction of the added
clause is the requirement that F1 and F1 ∧ C ∧ Dm are equisatisfiable.
3.5

Guiding Path Solvers

Rooted in the DPLL algorithm [9], a guiding path [43] is the current partial
interpretation of a (sequential) SAT solver. In the parallel setting, assume the
sequence of decision literals Di of the solver Si to be Di = (l1 , . . . , ln ). Now, if
another solver incarnation Sj should be added to the parallel solver, this solver
would simply create another sequence Dj = Di [lk 7→ lk ], for exactly one k ≤ n.
Thus, the new sequence Dj differs exactly in the polarity of one literal of the
sequence Di . Now, the two solvers proceed with their search until one of the two
either finds a solution or backtracks to the sequence D = (l1 , . . . , lk−1 ). If the
latter case is reached, the whole sub search space can be closed, and thus also
the other solver can be terminated and given a new sequence. Note, none of the
steps in the guiding path approach touched the underlying formula F .
Therefore, our presented sharing model is fully applicable to guiding path
solvers, because it models only the formulas but not the search process of the
single solver incarnations.

4

Conclusion

In SAT solving, it is desirable to explore advanced techniques in combination
with each other. However, soundness of such combinations is not always easy to
see. Combinations that are sound and useful, but involve constraints that are

too complicated to be easily captured by intuition might be missed with experimental verification approaches. Here we have seen an approach to overcome
this situation for the case of parallel SAT solvers that perform clause sharing
in combination with a variety of inprocessing techniques. The behavior of portfolio solvers is represented formally as a state transition system. Different sets
of transition rules allow to represent different combinations of inprocessing simplifications and ways of clause sharing among the component solvers running
in parallel. The three currently most successful clause sharing portfolio solving systems can be modeled as such transition systems, allowing to prove their
soundness. Moreover, the soundness of further, not yet implemented, combinations of particular ways of clause sharing with particular inprocessing techniques
has been shown.
The considered simplifications include variable elimination, equivalence elimination, blocked clause elimination, extended resolution, blocked clause addition
and bounded variable addition. For many of these, the preservation of a semantic
relation, which we call unsat-preserving consequence, has been identified as the
crucial property behind soundness. We have inspected four transition systems,
SysA, SysB, SysC, and SysD, characterized by different sets of inprocessing rules.
The four models allow unrestricted clause sharing among the component solvers
running in parallel. SysA models solvers that employ only equivalence preserving
techniques. With SysB, we considered parallel solvers that allow unrestricted satisfiability preserving simplifications. Such solvers would be sound with respect
to satisfiability, but not refutationally sound, and thus hardly of practical use.
SysC covers parallel solvers that utilize inprocessing to weaken formulas, for example by removing clauses, and extended resolution. SysD shows the soundness
of clause sharing with combinations of clause addition techniques, and clause
deletion techniques. To the best of the authors’ knowledge such parallel solvers
have not yet been considered in the literature. The following table gives a summary of the results proven in this paper, and the currently implemented systems
to which they apply.
Presented sharing models with properties and covered systems
Model
SysA
SysB
SysC
SysD

Covered inprocessing techniques
preserve equivalence
preserve equisatisfiability
clause deletion techniques
clause addition and deletion techniques

Soundness

Systems

X
no
X
X

ManySAT, PeneLoPe
–
Plingeling
open

The presented modeling also applies to parallel SAT solvers that follow the
guiding path approach. As future work, we plan to extend it to parallel SAT
solvers that rely on iterative partitioning [22,23], where clause sharing has also
been introduced [24,29]. With the characteristics of SysD, another open question
arises: can modern portfolio solvers be improved by adding a single distinguished
solver incarnation that performs clause addition techniques?
Acknowledgments The authors would like to thank Armin Biere for insights into
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